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INTRODUCTION
TGK Gold LLC is an Alaska Marine Gold Mining Company, a GOLD Mining Company
located in Alaska Nome City. TGK has the right to operate the Gold Mine field 23,000
acres (93 million square meters) in the Nome City Ocean, licensed by the state of
Alaska. The founder of TGK, which began in 2006, is said to be one of the most
successful miners in the recent history of Nome City, Alaska. Based on his experience
and expertise, TGK plans to become the most powerful of the top five mining
operators in Alaska by 2025.

EXTENDING MINING AND FINANCING OF MARINE
GOLD
Funding the construction of a gold mining operation is expensive:
TGK Gold LLC is an Alaska marine gold mining company that owns the right to
operate gold mining in a large
area of sea. So every year,
we're trying to increase our
gold production by expanding

the mining area of marine
minerals to expand our gold
production.
In addition, mining equipment
itself is a process of picking
out gold by pulling soil or rock
such as sand or gravel from
the seabed. As equipment is

lost or consumed badly, new
equipment needs to be purchased and newly developed for work use, time and
money is required. It takes a lot of capital to buy it, to transport it to the mines, to
install it, and to mine gold.
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Finding funding for a mining operation can be difficult:
▪ Many banks on the market do not want to make large loans or make loans
other than existing ones until they are not large mining companies.
They're also trying to limit the percentage of existing loans extended
▪ For most, small and medium mining companies, due to a lack of offshore
gold mining equipment, the U.S. and Canadian governments cannot meet
the requirements of standard yields defined in the conditions of marine
gold ore. This means that the profit structure of the balance sheet of the
general company is not recognized by the small and medium mining
company at the yield of gold.
▪ Small, medium-sized offshore gold mining companies have low
requirements to meet the needs of lenders, which do not fully fit the
existing categories required by banks. We specialize in gold mining
equipment from the ocean, so far away from Seattle or San Francisco, not
Alaska, it's not worth a loan.
▪ Miners who run small marine gold mining companies are buying equipment
to mine gold. As soon as we calculate the gold produced, we want to sell it
at a high price.

Buying gold is expensive:
Generally, consumers and
enthusiasts who want to buy
physical gold have to save
money to buy enough gold they
want at a reasonable low price.
Consumers and lovers are more
difficult to buy as the price of
gold can go up while they save
money to buy gold. Small
amounts of small consumers and
favorites are limited in their way
of buying low prices.
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Selling gold in small quantities is time consuming:
Gold mining companies in small marine gold mining companies charge high
prices for small quantities of mined gold. Due to the corresponding large
number of time and labor-consuming problems, we would prefer to give the
wholesale merchant or gold smelter the right to sell and continue to sell the
gold. Thus, by changing the distribution structure, the new block chain
cipher currency of the structure is used as a medium to invest in the coin
and secure the purchasing power of the gold to those who possess the coin.
The company aims to attract a wide variety of consumers and enthusiasts
and secure mining equipment with funds and use them to mine more.
Business Vision and Objectives
New Technology Convergence Leadership in the Priority of Human Happiness
the leader of the
4th industrial revolution

Future Innovation in
Technology Development

Unlock your thoughts to the world and create your future
New technologies, innovative services, and creative future markets
Establish a stable value connection for customer social executives
New Technology and the Creation of Humanity's Future Compassion

“Innovation for Humanism”
Humanism

Innovation

Create future
value
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THE SOLUTION
TGK Gold Coin, based in Singapore,
issued Blockchain cryptography in
partnership with TGK Gold LLC in
Alaska Nome City. This is listed on
the cryptocurrency exchange, and
only those who invest in coin for
consumers and lovers who prefer
gold can purchase gold within the
amount of their own coin

ownership. In addition, within two
years, the company will be able to
purchase gold directly with its own
code currency.
We will use block-chain cipher m
oney to invest in stable gold and
offer deep trust and supply schedules to consumers and enthusiasts who
own gold with high prices at future asset values. For the TGK Gold Coin
holders, we will provide you with a gold supply contract for physical delivery
at least in small amounts TGK Gold LLC is an Alaska marine gold mining
company that owns the right to

What is a Forward gold contract:
▪ To provide large capital and operating expenses for the support
of mining equipment from the Alaska Ocean Gold Mining
Company. The development of new technology from the mining
methods of the general mining industry produces and supplies
gold steadily and reliably in the long term.

▪ Our Gold Supplier may deposit the Gold in cash to purchase it,
arbitrates and fairly transacts a legally binding bilateral
purchase and sale contract between the two parties to buy or
sell gold.
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▪ Gold supply contracts in the Gold Trade Agreement are not regulatory
security defined by SEC in the United States.
▪ The Gold Trade Agreement is not a futures deal as defined by the CFTC
of the United States.

What is Blockchain Technology:
▪ Blockchain cryptographic
currency is an open ledger
that, when moved, messages
are recorded and added to
the surrounding block and all
transactions are digitized
(non-centralized) so that
anyone can index.
▪ This distributed ledger
technology (DLT) allows
anyone to track digital
transactions between buyers
and sellers through a brief but
clear contract. A networked
computer to this is available
to prove and confirm
transactions within the digital
cipher currency.
▪ Documents from all data are digitized, coded, inserted into the block chain
to create records that cannot be reversed, changed, and erased. The
reliability of records can be found throughout the community using a block
chain, rather than a single, controlled central authority.
▪ Link to Investopedia definition:
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp
▪ Transactions between buyers and sellers in smart contracts use the TGK
Gold Coin block chain and leverage smart contracts to facilitate contracts,
simplifying transactions, increasing efficiency, and reducing administrative
costs.
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Good for the gold buyer:
▪ Gold buyers may purchase Gold at a corresponding discount on
delayed delivery if Gold's supply and demand is delayed on a future
date due to production schedules or device equipment issues (except
for natural disasters and weather changes).
▪ Gold purchasers can purchase gold with a small increase in the
amount of money at various discounts.
▪ Gold buyers can purchase gold directly from mining operations without
the cost of bulk trading or transportation of gold.
▪ Gold purchasers can pay the supplier the average purchase cost of
Gold to purchase Gold, and then receive it when the Gold Mining
process is completed.

Good for the gold mining operation:
▪ In Singapore TGK Gold Coin
(rcline holds PTE. LTD.) we will
provide Alaska Nome City's
TGK Gold LLC with expansion
funds faster than other
companies to increase the
production of Gold.
▪ TGK Gold LLC in Alaska's Nome
City is contracted to fund its
investment in TGK Gold Coin,
and the gold produced in the
future is promised to be
supplied to TGK Gold Coin.
▪ The first country to receive
Gold is Japan, which hosts TGK
Gold Coin as its main supplier,
and is scheduled for Hong
Kong and South Korea as the
next step
▪ For those who have purchased
and own TGK Gold Coin, Alaska
TGK GOLD COIN
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wants to be mutually beneficial to suppliers, consumers and
enthusiasts by simply signing off on gold produced by Alaska and
supplying it at a discounted, low price.
▪ For those who own TGK GOLD Coin and purchase Gold, the
mining miner will provide and track the overall Gold production
records, and supply large or small amounts of gold directly to
consumers and enthusiasts without much time.

ABOUT THE BLOCKCHAINTOKEN
TGK Gold Coin is programmed with
Ethereum ERC 20 Source and is intended
for use on the Ethereum network.
Singapore's rcline Holdings PTE. LTD.
published TGK Gold Coin in partnership
with Alaska Nome City TGK Gold LLC.
The countries that supply TGK Gold Coin
are Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Indonesia,
Thailand and Singapore in the United
States, Canada and Asia.
TGK Gold Coin aims to benefit consumers
and enthusiasts by expanding the
mining and expanding the market for gold for consumers and enthusiasts.

Some of the token features will include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Currency supply : TGK Gold Coin – 35 million
Coin name : TGK GOLD Coin
Coin symbol : TGK
Currency introduction : TGK Coin for the distribution of Alaska Mining Gold
Market circulation : 25 million
Official holdings : 10 million
Official Website : https://tgkgold.net/
Based Chain : Ethereum ERC 20
Web Wallet : http://13.124.229.204/ (OS: iOS, Android, Windows)
Wallet Android : http://13.124.229.204/download/com.tgk.wallet.android.apk
Block Generation Mechanism : PoW
Kernel algorithm : Script
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Blockchain servers : Amazon Web Server (AWS)
Whitepaper : https://tgkgold.net/files/tgk_gold_coin_whitepaper_en.1.37.pdf
Block size : 1M
Block Speed : 60 secs
Exchange Current price : US$20.00

※ Because the price of TGK Gold Coin is set based on the supply in the
main market, the target price supplied in US is US$20.00, and is
approaching the target price.

SALE PRICE GOLD:
At TGK Gold Coin, the supply price of gold produced in Alaska is calculated on
a daily basis based on the value discount rate of the most recent London PM
fixed gold market.

[

London P M

Fix for Gold

(

]÷ e

15% ×

(

(Number of days from today until

December 1, 2023) ÷ 365.25

))

SALE PRICE % OF GOLD PRICE OVER TIME

PERCENT OF FMV

120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%

0.00%
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For example:
Gold buyers who own TGK Gold Coin will be offered a separate purchase guide,
the price they purchase will depend on the price changes of the current market
price at the time of purchase and will depend on the size of their investment in
TGK Gold Coin.
Gold discount rate has not been fixed yet, but we'd like to supply an average of
-13% over the London gold price. ( -10% to 20% confirmed on the fixed price
of London) (Supplyed with the same purity of the natural gold produced by the
Alaska Nome City)

PURCHASE PRICE:
When booking a gold purchase, TGK Gold Coin will suggest signing a purchase
agreement based on the most recent London PM Fix for Gold.

[

London P M

Fix for Gold

]× (

Number of ounces in
Forward Reserve

)÷ (

Forward Reserve
Target Size

)

PURCHASE PRICE PROJECTION,
% OF GOLD PRICE OVER TIME
PERCENT OF SPOT PRICE

120.00%

100.00%

80.00%

60.00%

40.00%

20.00%

0.00%
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TGK GOLD LLC HISTORY
AND ROAD MAP
▪ 2006~2019: With 13 years of expertise and experience in the mining
industry in Alaska Gold Knushing, (Alaska Nome City) the company has
grown from a small operation to one of the largest and most successful
companies.

▪ 2016: Establishment of Gold Mining Company Extension TGK Gold LLC.
▪ 2016: Completed a gold mine operator contract to mine more than
23,000 acres from gold mining right holders. This is five times as much
as the gold mine area off Nome..
▪ March 2018: Exchange shares with Singapore rcline holds PTE. LTD.
Builds and supplies TGK Gold Coin to Japan, contracts with Gold Buyers
directly for purchase, and increases capital by selling gold.
▪ June 2018: Beginning
construction of one large
marine mining vessel.
▪ June 2019: Newly built mining
ships begin mining for ore off
Alaska nome coast.
▪ June 2019 ~ November 2025:
Mining of marine minerals is
carried out and purchased gold,
part of the gold mined, is
stored in a reserve safe.
▪ January 1, 2020 ~ December 1,
2025: Contract delivery date,
actual gold is provided to the
purchaser to initiate payment of
the contract.
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ABOUT THE COMPANY
THE PEOPLE
Gold buyers who own TGK Gold Coin will be offered a separate purchase guide,
★ ANDREW is a 13 year old marine mining gold miner who runs a marine mining
workshop in Nome, Alaska, using a variety of marine mining vessels. Most marine
mining vessels were designed and built. He holds a degree in computer operation
from the University of Alaska Fairbanks. He mined gold with a 6-inch, 8-inch and
10-inch diver and an 18-inch remote-controlled suction-type miner, who owns the
mine.
And for 13 years, ANDREW has mined the Norm Gold field in Alaska's oceans.
Andrew owns two groups of mining leases off Alaska's coast. One is 16,579 acres
and the other is 2,742 acres.
★ REBECCA had three years of experience in marine gold mining mines, six years
in corporate management accounting, and two years as a seventh-grade math
teacher. She holds a master's degree in accounting and a master's degree in
Teaching from Southern Oregon University.
★ CHARLES is an underwater, water welder and flight attendant. His Air Force
career covered a variety of skills, including: Contains logistics management,
branch managers, production supervisors, project management and air crew.
Twenty-two years later, he retired with an E-8 rating. I participated in the
Missouri Welding Institute, which is
certified for both structural and pipe
welding. With his new technology, he
was scouted by Prudhoe Bay, Fairbanks,
Anchorage and Valdez Alaska. I've had
eight years of mining experience.
★ STEPHEN is the Chief Technician
responsible for the operation, prevention
and maintenance of the supported ships'
engines, machinery, electronics, electrical
and plumbing systems. He has been
retired from the U.S. Navy for more than
20 years, including services to
submarines and ground fleets. ABYC
Certified Master Technician.
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PLANS
A. TGK Gold Coin (rcline holdings PTE. LTD.) and TGK Gold Mining Company
(TGK Gold Mining Company) plan to build and operate three additional
mining vessels for the exclusive offshore seabed mine in Alaska with a
funding of 35 million dollars.
B. Each ship of the mining vessel is designed to mine 300 to 600 yards
per hour. This is an eightfold increase in production that we worked
on in 2017, so we'll expand the volume of gold mining by at least
five times, so with a stable supply of gold, we'll meet consumers and
enthusiasts who buy gold.
C. TGK Gold LLC's additional miner ships are designed and will comply
with safety, mining and environmental regulations. The mining ships
that are being built with rapid financing from TGK Gold Coin (rcline
holdings PTE. LTD..) will be in operation in October 2020 and June
2021.
D. It is building two smaller mining vessels with less initial capacity
through partial financing it is providing on its own, and is planning to
go ahead with several operational plans with plans to operate
additional unmanned mining ships. We will continue with the Gold
Supply Agreement for Consumers and Favorites under way at TGK
Gold Coin (rcline holdings PTE. LTD.)
E. As the contract for the supply of
gold is currently in progress only
in Japan, we are planning to
supply it to Korea and Hong Kong
when additional mining ships are
built and expanded in TGK Gold
Mining Company (TGK Gold Mining
Company) in Alaska.
F. As the market expands, we're in the
middle of the Middle East, and we'll
be able to provide a stable supply
once we've completed a new attempt
to increase the yield of gold from the
TGK Gold Mining Company.
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ABOUT GOLD MINING
OFFSHORE NOME
TGK Gold LLC. (TGK Gold Mining Company) currently plans to operate several
areas of other group-owned marine mining fields.
We can use this ocean view to make a lot of profit for consumers and lovers.

GENERAL DETAILS FOR ALL PROPERTIES:
▪ Alaska coast is near Norton
Sound, Nome, Alaska. From his
port, it's about 11.5 miles west,
about 5.5 miles east, three
miles offshore.
▪ It passes through the ocean
through a navigable waterway
connected to Port of Nome or
Norton Sound off the coast of
Alaska.
▪ Alaska nome this property is
owned by the state of Alaska
and has issued mine leases to
tenants.
▪ Tenants renting Alaska nome
coast must pay annual rent to
the state of Alaska to maintain
their lease, and keep in good
condition with appropriate
records of activities such as gold
yield.
▪ These properties, renting a marine mine off the coast of Alaska, are a
contract to maintain long-term use of marine fields.
TGK GOLD COIN
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GENERAL HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE
PROPERTIES:
▪ The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has the following recent
reports relating to this area, including significant overlap to the
properties:
◦USGS Alaska Resource Data File NM253 https://mrdata.usgs.gov/ardf/ showardf.php?ardf_num=NM253
◦USGS Mineral Resource Data System ID A012964

◦USGS Deposit ID 10002101 https://mrdata.usgs.gov/mrds/show-mrds. php?dep
_id=10002101
▪ Host Rock type: Unconsolidated Deposit, Sand and Gravel
▪ Stratigraphic age: Pliocene and Pleistocene
▪ Rock description: Nome River Till
TGK GOLD LLC. HAS OPERATOR AGREEMENTS FOR THREE GROUPS OF
MINING PROPERTIES OFFSHORE NOME, ALASKA.
1. Mining area consists of 26 leases totaling approximately 16,579 acres.
2. Mining area consists of 9 leases totaling approximately 2,742 acres.
3. Mining area consists of 2 leases totaling approximately 4,000 acres.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
COMPLIANCE
The Gold Supply Agreement under the conditions above and above at TGK
Gold Coin is not subject to coin trading or securities regulation in itself,
but there are numerous regulations that apply in connection with the
transfer and ownership of large amounts of cash. We protect our profits
by following KYC (Know Your Customer) and AML (Anti-Money Laundering)
protocols. Thank you for your cooperation with TGK Gold Coin in
submitting data, particularly in excess of a large amount.

DISCLAIMERS
Transactions between individuals are not recommended with TGK Gold Coin,
but some parties understand that they may wish to trade or sell the coins.
If the TGK Gold Coin is traded, use block chain technology to prove
ownership. When a transaction occurs, you can verify the authenticity of
the mutual agreement. TGK Gold Coin is not expected to gain value or
have intrinsic value beyond facilitating a gold supply contract. TGK Gold
Coin can only be used by token owners and can also be used for
agreement contracts for purchased gold.

Ownership or ownership of TGK Gold Coin does not confer ownership,
rights or interests in the company, company or business, but may be
owned and does not share profits or profits that do not own the delivery
contract. For purchased gold, passive ownership of TGK Gold Coin does not
expect profit or value.

FUNGIBLE
The gold provided under this contract is replaceable. The value of the contract
is for gold content, not forms or sources, as suppliers are natural gold in marine
mines nome Alaska. The issuer may replace gold from different sources and has
the same weight as the other yield type of gold in Alaska nome, and is in the
same purity range as the purchasing contractor requires.
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NO ADVICE
TGK Gold Coin does not offer financial advice other than Gold Supply.

DUE DILIGENCE
The price of gold supplied by TGK Gold Coin is rising and falling.

DELIVERY EXPECTATIONS
After purchasing TGK Gold Coin and purchasing Gold under contract,
delivery of Gold is possible from the specified date on the contract.

DEFAULT RISK
At TGK Gold Coin, in the unlikely event that gold is not delivered, the
holder of the purchase agreement takes numerous remedies through
various laws in the United States, the Federal Trade Commission, the Mail
Order Law and the Contract Law. In TGK Gold Coin, the holder of the Gold
Agreement is the customer and creditor until the completion of the
Agreement.

REGULATORY NOTES:
▪ The Gold Agreement, issued by TGK Gold Coin, is not a regulatory
statement as defined by the SEC of the United States.
▪ SEC enforces and enforces federal laws regulating the sale of securities,
such as securities, bonds and mutual funds, but does not regulate
futures trading.

▪ The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) of the United States
is the Futures Market and the Futures Market. Gifts are standardized and
regulated gift contracts. This contract is not a gift contract.
▪ Gold is an exempt non-agricultural commodity under CEA Section 1a(20)
Exempt commodity: The term “exempt commodity” means a commodity
that is not an excluded commodity or an agricultural commodity..
▪ Both the Commodity Exchange Act (the CEA) and CFTC regulations have
long recognized a forward contract exclusion from futures contracts.
▪ CEA Section 1a(47)(B)(ii) Exclusions: The term “swap” does not include
any sale of a non-financial commodity or security for deferred shipment
or delivery, so long as the transaction is intended to be physically settled.
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legal notice
As of the time of creation, this white paper has been distributed only for purposes related to TGK
Gold Coin and can be reviewed and revised. Please note that this white paper reflects the latest
information based on the versions listed on the cover, and is not the final version. Information
contained in TGK GOLD Coin's business operations and financial status is subject to change after
this version. This white paper may be updated non-regularly.

LIBERTY FINE GOLD 50 DOLLARS
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TGK GOLD COIN
LOGO DESIGN

Natural Gold Nome, Alaska.
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